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Abstract

Multi-input multi-output models have proven capable of
providing ensembling for free in convolutional neural net-
works by training independent subnetworks that can be en-
sembled. How these architectures translate to vision trans-
former architectures is however unclear. In this paper, we
introduce MixViT, the first multi-input multi-output frame-
work for vision transformers. After discussing MixViT and
the novel source embedding mechanism it relies on for sub-
network separation, we show it significantly improves on
standard transformers in a preliminary study on CIFAR100.

1. Introduction
Deep architectures have cemented themselves as the ref-

erence in many application domains [6, 8] over the last
decade. Finding ways to maximize model performance has
therefore become a particularly fruitful pursuit [15, 20].

Ensembling the predictions of multiple independently
trained models [9] has long been established to significantly
improve model performance. Indeed, it has been shown the
predictions from the different model can be aggregated to
yield much more reliable predictions.

However, ensembling also incurs significant overhead
costs as the models must be trained in the first place [4, 9].
As such, minimizing the overhead induced by ensembling
- e.g. through some measure of parameter sharing - is of
paramount importance in the ensembling literature [10,18].

Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) strategies [5, 14] con-
stitute a very interesting solution to this problem: ensem-
bling in a MIMO framework is virtually free (see Sec. 2
and Fig. 1a). Indeed, MIMO models take advantage of
large neural networks’ sparse nature to train [12] indepen-
dent subnetworks within a base model by defining multiple
input/output pairs on the core network.
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(a) MIMO in CNNs.

(b) Our proposed MIMO transformer, MixViT.

Figure 1. We propose MixViT a multi-input multi-output frame-
work for vision transformers that displays significant performance
gains in practice (e.g. 78.4% accuracy on CIFAR100 for a stan-
dard model vs. 82.4% accuracy for MixViT).

While MIMO have proven very useful in convolutional
architectures, these strategies have yet to be successfully de-
ployed in vision transformer models [3, 17]. In this paper,
we investigate how MIMO strategies adapt to transformer
architectures. We propose MixViT, the first multi-input
multi-output framework for vision transformers that outper-
forms its single input backbone at a reasonable cost. As
shown in Fig. 1b, MixVit mixes tokens from M inputs be-
fore feeding the mix of tokens to feature extraction blocks.
We then introduce a novel “source embedding” that iden-
tifies which input each token comes from, and extract fea-
tures with a class token. Finally, we getM predictions from
the class token features with M different dense layers. In-
terestingly, our new “source embedding” mechanism lever-
ages peculiarities of the transformer architecture to advan-



tageously replace standard CNN based MIMO components.
We start this paper by recalling the CNN-based multi-

input multi-output strategy in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we detail our
MIMO transformer framework MixViT and provide prelim-
inary results on CIFAR100 (Sec. 4) using a variant of the
ConViT [2] architecture as a backbone.

2. MIMO structures in CNNs
We provide here a quick refresher on multi-input multi-

output architectures in convolutional neural networks, as
identifying the key components of the framework is very
beneficial in understanding how we adapt MIMO strategies
to vision transformers in Sec. 3. For practical reasons, we
directly introduce the generalized multi-input multi-output
strategy introduced in MixMo [14]. For simplicity, we will
discuss the case where M = 2 subnetworks are trained un-
less specified otherwise.

As figured by Fig. 1a for M = 2, the M inputs are pro-
cessed by M subnetworks. Therefore, we consider M (in-
puts, labels) pairs {(xi, yi)}0≤i<M during training. Plainly
speaking, we feed M inputs to the model at once. These
M inputs are embedded by M different convolutional lay-
ers {ci}0≤i<M before being mixed into one common repre-
sentation (either through sums [5] or other mixing schemes
[14]). The core network then processes this representation
into a common feature vector. M dense layers {di}0≤i<M

then yield M predictions from this vector. At test time, M
predictions can be obtained for one image by inputting this
same image to each subnetwork/encoder.

The difficulty in training multi-input multi-output trans-
formers seems to lie in how the multi-input block trans-
lates to vision transformer. This appears to stem from a
difference in how the encoding and mixing components of
the framework interact in vision transformers. In CNNs,
the M = 2 inputs are encoded by two different convolu-
tional layers into a shared representation space. This en-
coding step plays an important role as it allows the model
to differentiate information relevant to the multiple subnet-
works [14, 16].

The encoded inputs are then - independently of the en-
coding step - mixed into a common representation h =
Mix(c0(x0), c1(x1), λ) with a random ratio λ ∈ [0, 1] by
a mixing function Mix. As can be inferred from the pre-
vious equation, Mix typically draws from the mixing sam-
ples data augmentation literature [19, 20]. While the semi-
nal MIMO paper relies on an interpolating mixing operation
à la MixUp [20], it has since been shown binary mixing op-
erations that keeps pixels from one input or the other like
CutMix [19] are preferable. This is because the mixing op-
eration’s fundamental role in MIMO models is to create a
compressed representation that contains as much actionable
information on the inputs as possible.

Contrarily to CNN-based MIMO frameworks, our pro-

Figure 2. Our proposed MixViT framework on a ConViT back-
bone. Patch tokens are selected according to a MixToken scheme.
A source embedding si is added to each subnetwork-agnostic
patch token depending on which input the patch is from. M pre-
dictions are then extracted from the attended class token features.

posed MixViT framework separates these two components
of the multi-input block.

3. MixViT
We propose here MixViT, a multi-input multi-output

framework suited to vision transformers that relies on a
novel “source embedding” to encode the inputs to the dif-
ferent subnetworks. For simplicity, we illustrate MixViT on
a ConViT [2] backbone but MixViT can be adapted to most
vision transformer architectures.

During training, MixViT - as figured on Fig. 2 - takes
as input a mix of N patch tokens from the M inputs (ac-
cording to a CutMix [19] or rather MixToken [7] scheme),
adds a positional embedding to the tokens and feeds them
to 5 gated positional self-attention (GPSA) blocks [2]. The
resulting mixed set of attended tokens is then marked with
source embeddings si giving the patch’s source image and
a new classification c0 token is added to the set of tokens.
The tokens are then passed to 2 more self-attention (SA)
blocks and the feature representation of the class token is
retrieved. M predictions are then obtained from this feature



Figure 3. At inference, MixViT extracts subnetwork-agnostic to-
kens for the whole image. M sets of subnetwork-specific tokens
are then passed to the end of the network.

representation through the use of M different dense layers.
At test time, MixViT simply takes as input the tokens of

the considered sample and feeds them to the GPSA blocks.
We then create M sets of tokens to feed to the rest of the
network by duplicating the attended tokens and combining
them with one subnetwork’s source embedding (see Fig. 3).
For each set, we feed the tokens along with the common
classification token to the last 2 self-attention blocks and ex-
tract the relevant prediction. While this requires M passes
through the end of the model, the computational cost in-
curred remains reasonable (× ∼ 1.25 instead of× ∼ 2.15).

The crucial difference between MixViT and traditional
CNN based MIMO models lies in how the encoding step
differentiates the subnetworks with source embeddings si.
First, we directly tie the encoding step to the patch to-
kens and the mixing step to take advantage of vision trans-
formers’ internal structure. This idea of leveraging knowl-
edge on the mixing step to guide subnetwork separation
has in fact seen limited success to allow subnetworks to
share early features in CNNs through the “unmixing” strat-
egy [16]. Unmixing however proves unwieldy in CNNs and
often leads to identical subnetworks whereas source embed-
ding provides a natural and simple solution in vision trans-
formers. Second, source embeddings allow us to differenti-
ate subnetworks late in the network and therefore pass un-
compressed inputs through the end of the model. Encoding
early actually forces CNNs to use compressed inputs which
proves problematic in CutMix based MixMo models [14].
These models circumvent the issue by falling back on inter-
polating mixing at test time and towards the end of training,
but this only superficially addresses the issue.

4. Experimental discussion
We first validate our proposed MixViT architecture

against some baselines in Sec. 4.1. We then discuss in

Model MSDA Accuracy (%) Ind. Acc. (%) Diversity

ConViT [2] 69.4± 0.3 69.4± 0.3 N/A
MIMO [5] ViT 73.0± 0.2 69.8± 0.2 0.68± 0.03
MixMo [14] ViT 72.4± 0.3 69.2± 0.1 0.67± 0.03
MixViT (ours) 80.7± 0.3 79.9± 0.1 0.37± 0.02

ConViT [2]

X

78.1± 0.3 78.1± 0.3 N/A
MIMO [5] ViT 77.2± 0.4 74.8± 0.4 0.69± 0.02
MixMo [14] ViT 76.2± 0.3 73.7± 0.3 0.69± 0.02
MixViT (ours) 82.1± 0.2 81.6± 0.3 0.35± 0.06

Table 1. MixVit improves on both naive MIMO implementations
and standard single input single output ConViTs. In particular,
MixViT still shows strong performances without mixing samples
data augmentation (MSDA: MixUp + CutMix) on inputs.

Secs. 4.2-4.3 the possible implementation choices along
with their impact, and how the moving parts of our proposed
MixViT relate to the key components of MIMO frameworks
in CNNs. Finally, we propose a brief discussion on MIMO
methods as mixing data augmentations (Sec. 4.4).

In this paper, we run preliminary experiments on CIFAR
100 with a variant of the ConViT [2] architecture with 5
GPSA blocks and 2 SA blocks with an embedding dimen-
sion of 384 and 12 heads (see Appendix). Our proposed
MIMO scheme should however be easily transposed to most
common vision transformer architectures. For each result,
we report the overall ensemble accuracy, the accuracy of
individual subnetworks and diversity (ratio-error) between
subnetworks for one seeded run in Tab. 2, and in the form
mean± std over three seeded runs in Tab. 1.

4.1. Main result

Tab. 1 shows our MixViT method provides significant
improvements over a standard ConViT network. Interest-
ingly, while MixViT shows solid gains from ensembling,
a large parts of the gains are due to a much higher ac-
curacy of the individual subnetworks: the framework also
has a strong regularizing effect, possibly due to the fea-
ture extractor being shared. This is further confirmed by
the fact ConViT strongly suffers without mixing data aug-
mentations (MixUp + CutMix) on its input [17] whereas
MixViT retains good performance with standard inputs. We
also compare against one-to-one adaptations of the semi-
nal MIMO [5] and MixMo [14] frameworks to transformers
(see Appendix). This second baseline simply uses two dif-
ferent initial encoders for patch tokens and mixes according
to a summing or CutMix scheme and duplicating the final
dense layer (as is done in MixViT). In accordance with re-
sults reported in [1], we verify that this second baseline fails
to produce improvements where MixVit succeeds.

4.2. Source embeddings and attention

The source embeddings as an encoding mechanism
therefore constitute a key contribution of this work. As can



Model Accuracy (%) Ind. acc. (%) Diversity

MixViT (MV) 82.4 81.9 0.30

MV - source embedding 80.8 80.7 0.05
MV - test tiling 81.1 80.5 0.40
MV + class attention 81.9 81.5 0.33
MV + multiple class tokens 78.8 72.5 1.12

MV + all tokens (AT) 80.8 80.2 0.33
MV + AT + input source embedding 80.7 80.3 0.23
MV + AT + different patch encoders 79.8 77.5 0.70

Table 2. Ablation on components and implementation choices in
the MixViT framework.

be observed from Tab. 2, this source embedding is essen-
tial to make the system work. Indeed, the subnetworks oth-
erwise collapse to the same function.

We are able to perform M independent passes at infer-
ence (linear cost) instead of one single pass over a concate-
nation of the M sets of attended tokens (quadratic cost)
because the attention mechanism separates patches from
different inputs. Indeed, a quick visualization of attention
weights (see Appendix) in the last layers of MixViT shows
patches attend exclusively to other patches with the same
source embedding and mostly ignore patches marked by
other source embeddings. This is important as allowing
the classifier blocks to see the whole inputs significantly
improves performance (see test-tiling line in Tab. 2). In-
cidentally, this means very little is lost when using class-
attention instead of self-attention towards the end of the
network (see Tab. 2) for even less overhead.

Interestingly, this interaction between attention and
source embeddings is likely also to blame for the model’s
inability to properly accommodate multiple class tokens
(one for each subnetwork). While it seems natural that
using one class token for each subnetwork would lead to
learning strong independent subnetworks, Tab. 2 shows this
is not the case. Note that the average accuracy is decep-
tive in this case, as only one subnetwork performs well in
the reported run. In other preliminary experiments, using
multiple tokens actually most often leads to identical sub-
networks. This might be because each class token only at-
tends to patches from the relevant input, which is similar
to a parallel evaluation of samples in a batch. Worse, these
computations use the exact same parameters which makes
it difficult to learn to good and different functions. Since
the subnetworks do not have to share the same class token,
there is no need to learn representations representing both
inputs well and the learned functions tend to collapse.

4.3. Enforcing input mixing

The way inputs are mixed in our framework mostly
serves to compress multiple inputs to make computations
efficient and to ensure source embeddings can properly sep-
arate inputs later in the network. By selecting patches from

the M = 2 inputs according to a MixToken [7] scheme (ie,
a CutMix [19] scheme with borders that coincide with patch
lines), we ensure each patch token representation encode in-
formation about a single input. This would not be the case
with an interpolating scheme like MixUp.

Compressing inputs might lead to a degradation of our
models, but this is not the case. We verify this experimen-
tally by passing all 2N tokens of both inputs instead of N
tokens to the network (Tab. 2), though this is a wildly un-
realistic setting. Our compressed scheme on the other hand
keeps computational costs reasonable while exhibiting even
better performance.

MixViT only performs subnetwork encoding long after
the mixing step whereas the two steps are often performed
together. To validate our choice, we tested performing the
encoding and mixing steps simultaneously. Since it is very
important to keep each patch token “pure”, we would need
to create M subnetwork-specific sets of tokens from the start
at test time: this would be very inefficient in any case. To
simplify comparisons, we instead reprise the previous con-
catenated inputs setting (“AT”) and move the encoding step
to the beginning. Tab. 2 shows moving the source embed-
dings slightly degrades performance. Similarly poor results
are obtained if we use two different linear layers in tra-
ditional MIMO fashion to embed the patch tokens at the
beginning instead of adding a source embeddings. Interest-
ingly however, using different patch embeddings does seem
to lead to more diverse predictions.

4.4. MIMO frameworks as data augmentations

MIMO CNNs can be understood as an in-manifold mix-
ing samples data augmentation (MSDA) [14]. Indeed,
MIMO schemes mix two inputs x0 and x1 in the first net-
work manifold with ratio λ before (roughly) optimizing a
mixed loss λl0 + 1− λl1. As such, the main difference lies
in the fact that MSDA frameworks use the same classifier
for both inputs (d0 = d1).

This is even more pronounced in MixViT as mixing
is performed directly in patch/pixel space on a standard
MixToken [7] input. MixViT’s feature extractor is wholly
shared between subnetworks and seems to benefit from this
(see Tab. 2). Furthermore, much of MixViT’s improvements
on the single input ConViT backbone must be credited to
the model having very strong individual subnetworks due
to an inherent regularization. It is therefore perhaps not sur-
prising that MixViT in itself provides sufficient regulariza-
tion to train ConViT networks even without applying Cut-
Mix and MixUp on the inputs (see Tab. 1).

5. Conclusion

We have proposed MixViT, the first multi-input multi-
output framework for vision transformers that showcases



significant improvements over the base model for little addi-
tional cost. MixViT introduces a novel separation of multi-
input block components and separates the subnetworks
through a new source embedding. Interestingly, vision
transformers prove much more prone to train subnetworks
that share features and benefit from co-training. We hope
this work leads to further exploration of transformer-based
MIMO frameworks, especially as recent work [13] suggests
transformers can accommodate a much larger number of
subnetworks compared to CNNs.
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Appendix

A. Experimental details
The code for this work was directly adapted from the of-

ficial MixMo [14] codebase: https://github.com/
alexrame/mixmo-pytorch. For contractual reasons,
the exact codebase used for this work cannot be released as
of yet.

We used a variant of the ConViT [2] architecture, with
patch size 4× 4, hidden dimension 384, 12 attention heads,
5 GPSA blocks and 2 SA Blocks. We re-use the hyper-
parameters configuration from MIMO [5] with batch rep-
etition 2 (bar2), trained over 500 epochs . The optimizer
is Adam with learning rate of 0.0002, batch size 64, linear
warmup over 1 epoch, decay rate 0.1 at steps {400, 450}, l2
regularization 5e-5. Our experiments mostly ran on a single
NVIDIA 12Go-TITAN X Pascal GPU.

All experiments in Tab. 1 were run three times on three
fixed seeds from the same version of the codebase. Quan-
titative results presented in Tab. 1 are given in the form of
mean ± std over the three runs. Only one run on the first
seed is reported in Tab. 2.

MIMO and MixMo baselines It is technically perfectly
possible to implement MixMo and MIMO in vision trans-
formers, though it does not lead to performance gains in
practice. There are only two adaptations that must be made
on a standard ConViT network in a fashion completely anal-
ogous with CNN-based MIMO frameworks (see Fig. 1a).
First, the linear patch embedding layer that maps patches
of pixel values to 384-dimensional embeddings must be du-
plicated, such that we have one embedding layer per input.
After encoding the inputs with the embedding layers, we
mix the tokens following a mixing scheme. In the MIMO
case we use a sum. In the MixMo case we use a CutMix
scheme with probability 0.5 and MixUp with probability
0.5. In both cases, we always perform a sum at test time.
Secondly, we duplicate the final dense layer used for classi-
fication: given the final feature distribution extracted by the
class token we apply two different dense layers to get two
predictions.

Figure 4. Attention of tokens 27 (center of input 0) and 91 (center
of input 1) to other tokens in the first SA block of the classifier
blocks. Token 0 is the classification token.

B. Attention in the classifier block
We visualize the impact of the source embedding on the

attention mechanism of the first self-attention block in the
classifier block in Fig. 4 in the “all token” case. The figure
shows the attention of the central tokens of both inputs with
respect to the other tokens. As can be observed, these patch
tokens are only put in relation with other tokens from the
same input and the classifier token: they effectively ignore
tokens from the other input.

https://github.com/alexrame/mixmo-pytorch
https://github.com/alexrame/mixmo-pytorch
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